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In her fifty-ninth bestselling novel, Danielle Steel tells an unforgettable story of survival...of how two people
who lost everything find hope...and of the extraordinary acts of faith and courage that bring —and keep—
families together...

On a windswept summer day, as the fog rolls across the San Francisco coastline, a solitary figure walks
down the beach, a dog at her side. At eleven, Pip Mackenzie's young life has already been touched by
tragedy; nine months before, a terrible accident plunged her mother into inconsolable grief. But on this chilly
July afternoon, Pip meets someone who fills her sad gray world with color and light. And in her innocence
and in his kindness, a spark will be kindled, lives will be changed, and a journey of hope will begin.

From the moment the curly-haired girl walks up to his easel on the sand, Matt Bowles senses something
magical about her. Pip reminds him of his own daughter at that age, before a bitter divorce tore his family
apart and swept his children halfway across the world. With her own mother, Ophélie, retreating deeper into
her grief, Pip spends her summer at the shore the way lonely children do: watching the glittering waters and
rushing clouds, daydreaming and remembering how things used to be. That is, until she meets artist Matt
Bowles, who offers to teach the girl to draw—and can't help but notice her beautiful, lonely mother. At first,
Ophélie is thrown off balance by her daughter's new companion—until she realizes how much joy he is
bringing into their lives, despite the sadness she sees in his eyes. As their newfound friend works his subtle
magic, mother and daughter slowly begin to heal, to laugh again, to rediscover what they have lost.

When summer ends, and Ophélie and Pip must leave the beach for the city, the season of healing continues.
Gathering her newfound strength, Ophélie begins a volunteer job at a city outreach program, where she
works with the homeless, and can no longer ignore the blessings in her own life. But as soul-sharing phone
calls and autumn beach getaways deepen Ophélie and Matt's friendship, fate strikes another blow. Out of the
blue, Matt must confront unfinished business from his past. Days later, Ophélie is struck by a stunning
betrayal by someone she trusts. And as these events reverberate in two already wounded hearts, something
extraordinary happens. Out of the darkness that has shadowed them both comes an unexpected gift of hope.

With grace and compassion, Danielle Steel explores the fragile bonds between mothers and daughters,
husbands and wives, family members and lifelong friends. Her haunting, impassioned novel takes us across
the complex landscape of loss—to the blessings that arise from even the darkest tragedies. At once a story of
triumph and a moving elegy to those who suffer and survive, Safe Harbour is perhaps her most powerful and
life-affirming novel to date.

From the Hardcover edition.
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From reader reviews:

Alysa Appel:

The book Safe Harbour will bring someone to the new experience of reading some sort of book. The author
style to clarify the idea is very unique. When you try to find new book to study, this book very suitable to
you. The book Safe Harbour is much recommended to you you just read. You can also get the e-book from
official web site, so you can easier to read the book.

Brian Alexander:

Playing with family in a very park, coming to see the ocean world or hanging out with pals is thing that
usually you will have done when you have spare time, and then why you don't try point that really opposite
from that. Just one activity that make you not experience tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster
you already been ride on and with addition associated with. Even you love Safe Harbour, it is possible to
enjoy both. It is fine combination right, you still want to miss it? What kind of hang type is it? Oh can occur
its mind hangout folks. What? Still don't get it, oh come on its called reading friends.

Linda Henderson:

Do you have something that you want such as book? The book lovers usually prefer to select book like
comic, limited story and the biggest you are novel. Now, why not seeking Safe Harbour that give your
satisfaction preference will be satisfied by means of reading this book. Reading behavior all over the world
can be said as the opportunity for people to know world better then how they react towards the world. It can't
be mentioned constantly that reading practice only for the geeky individual but for all of you who wants to
possibly be success person. So , for all you who want to start looking at as your good habit, you may pick
Safe Harbour become your own starter.

John Valdez:

This Safe Harbour is great publication for you because the content which is full of information for you who
have always deal with world and get to make decision every minute. This kind of book reveal it facts
accurately using great arrange word or we can point out no rambling sentences within it. So if you are read
the item hurriedly you can have whole information in it. Doesn't mean it only gives you straight forward
sentences but challenging core information with lovely delivering sentences. Having Safe Harbour in your
hand like keeping the world in your arm, data in it is not ridiculous a single. We can say that no guide that
offer you world with ten or fifteen moment right but this guide already do that. So , this is certainly good
reading book. Hey there Mr. and Mrs. stressful do you still doubt in which?
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